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--- layout: page title: "Q69337: Using Command Arguments with Binary-and Operator" permalink:
/pubs/pc/reference/microsoft/kb/Q69337/ --- ## Q69337: Using Command Arguments with Binary-

and Operator Article: Q69337 Version(s): 3.00 Operating System: MS-DOS Flags: ENDUSER |
PRINT_EXACT_NAMES Last Modified: 11-MAR-1988 Using the CPY command, it is sometimes
convenient to access command arguments before you execute the command, and for that

purpose, the DOS and MVS versions of CPY allow you to do it using the binary-and operator (&&).
For example, you can create a file in the CPY current directory by using this syntax: CPY file1.txt
&& MD file1.txt The command actually executes as follows: CPY file1.txt file2.txt && MD file2.txt

file1.txt Note that, if you precede the && operator with a -1 argument, it performs a "Don't
execute the following" function. If no argument appears, the default is "Execute the following." If
you precede the && operator with a -1 argument and no arguments follow, CPY simply writes the
letter "C" in the current directory, and you get a "command line error" message. The binary-and
operator is a convenience feature in CPY and MVS. However, there are still limitations for using

&& to apply changes to multiple commands (MSDOS and MVS). Although in MVS you can use &&
to execute two commands, it's not possible in MSDOS. Note that many people have successfully
used && to execute several commands using CPY. The following illustrates a common problem.
You'll see that CPY will not let you execute a command and have CPY execute a command-shell

batch file. You could use the -2 option to CPY without a -1 argument to execute the shell
command.
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